Capabilities of asymmetrical flow field - Flow fractionation on-line coupled to different detectors for characterization of water-stabilized quantum dots bioconjugated to biomolecules.
The asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) coupled on-line with elemental (inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry, ICP-MS) and molecular (fluorescence and UV) detection has been investigated as a powerful tool for the characterization of bioinorganic nano-conjugates. In this study, we described methods for the characterization of biotin-antibody complexes bioconjugated with streptavidin quantum dots (QDs-SA-b-Ab). Operating parameters of AF4 separation technique were optimized and two procedures are proposed using a channel thickness of 350 μm and 500 μm. The use of a 500 μm spacer allowed to achieve an efficient AF4 separation of the QDs-SA-b-Ab complexes from the excess of individual species used in the bioconjugation that was required for a proper characterization of the bioconjugates. Optimization of the AF4 allowed a separation resolution good enough to isolate the QDs-SA-b-Ab bioconjugates from the free excess of b-Ab and QD-SA. The efficiency of the bioconjugation process could be then calculated, obtaining a value of 86% for a 1 QDs-SA: 5 b-Ab bioconjugation ratio. In addition, sample recovery around 90% was achieved.